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Tuto

Catalina

Kasper

And last but definitely not least...

And I’ve drawn three friends, who are 
called:

To make this book
I have used these three 
colors:



Today, we are going to spend
the afternoon at our friend
Leotolda’s house.
 

RING!

As no one is answering, we’ll open the door.



— Leotolda! Leotolda!
We look around for our friend
in every corner of the house.

Our friend Leotolda is very BIG,
she can’t hide in just any old place.
—Where is she? —we ask ourselves.



— Incredible! Leotolda’s wardrobe
is full of dinosaurs! 

We like to visit Leotolda
because she always tells us
fantastic stories about her travels.  

— Is Leotolda in the wardrobe?

Catalina thinks we should go in
and ask if they’ve seen her.



The dinosaurs are very nice.
We tell them that we are looking for
our friend Leotolda,
who is BIG and ROUND.

The dinosaurs tell us they’ve seen Leotolda,
but that she’s not there anymore.
Tyrannosaurus shows us her footprints
and goes along with us to look for her.

 

We o
pen

 the

 ward
rob

e!



Crossing the Dinosaur Park
we explain to Tyrannosaurus
that Leotolda is very HAPPY. 
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Leotolda is a fantastic adventure   
that will come to an end 

with the power of your creativity.
A journey based on friendship, 

during which we discover how experiences 
help us to grow.

Let your curiosity open doors.


